This Month at the Legal History Forum

“Race in Contract Law”

Dylan Penningroth (Berkeley)

Tuesday, 10/11, 12:10 pm - 1:30 pm E.T.

Zoom, with Lunch Provided in Room 116, Baker Hall, 100 Tower Pkwy
For Yale affiliates only.

This paper will be made available through the Legal History Forum listserv or on request from Legal History Fellows M. Henry Ishitani (henry.ishitani@yale.edu) and Kevin Keller (k.keller@yale.edu). Yale affiliates can also request that they be added to the Legal History Forum listserv in order to receive event papers and updates on programming each month.

Dylan Penningroth is Professor of Law and History and Associate Dean, Program in Jurisprudence and Social Policy/Legal Studies at Berkeley Law School

His field specialties include African American history and U.S. socio-legal history. He is currently working on a study of African Americans’ encounter with law from the Civil War to the modern civil rights movement.

The Legal History Forum brings legal history scholars to the Law School from around the University, from around the United States, and from around the world, to present works-in-progress for discussion and debate. The Forum aims to host cutting-edge work in the field of legal history in a collegial setting suited to searching dialogue and debate.